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Humans are social creatures, driven by a need to band together with others and form
communities. This, in turn, creates normative structures and authority to guide us in our
collective existence. Yet authority can end up controlling us in ways that is stifling, aggressive,
and harmful to the individual. This is especially true for those who do not fit the desired mould
and do not follow the rules as intended: authority rarely allows for different and marginalised
identities to flourish, stomping their development out with its force. Rhetoric and ego continue to
shore up power as successfully now as for the Greeks and Romans thousands of years ago.
Those in charge continue to come, see, and conquer.

The artists approach the individual’s relationship to authority from various points of view and in
different contexts. The off-kilter, elaborately mundane worlds Eleanor creates act as a backdrop
to examine inherited power structures presented as nature, as sacred, as just the way it is. For
Eleanor comedy is a political tool, and laughter a serious act of resistance. Usva Inei’s work
combines the personal and the political to speak to the mixed feelings of being a queer Russian
immigrant today with the backdrop of the Russo-Ukrainian war. Usva explores the thin line
between individual and social structure, aiming to understand where one ends and the other
begins. Most importantly, they ask what one’s responsibility is as an individual in light of
authority’s actions.

The two artists come together and ask the audience to consider: who am I in the face of
overwhelming authority? How can I remain myself? How can I create change? What might a
better world look like?

About the artists

Usva Inei is a non-binary visual and performance artist, whose work focuses on exploring
experiences of immigration and queerness. Usva primarily works through mixed media
installations, with painting and printmaking being central elements of their practice. Usva is a
Finnish-born Russian immigrant, currently based in London, UK.
@usva.inei
www.usvainei.com

Eleanor Green is a performance artist and filmmaker interested in the distribution of power, and
the individual’s behaviour in the face of authority, stemming from her experience growing up
feeling often only able to smile politely in the face of relentless misogyny.
@eleanorgracegreen
www.eleanorgreenfineart.com



List of works (Prices available upon request)

1. The Last Train
Usva Inei
Etching

2. Kokoshnik
Usva Inei
Mixed media

3. The Meat Factory
Usva Inei
Linocut

4. Strength
Usva Inei
Linocut

5. Коммуналка
[Kommunalka; tr. Communal
housing]
Usva Inei
Etching

6. The Borg Queen
Usva Inei
Linocut

7. Before a Lifetime
Usva Inei
Linocut

8. The Reproduced Soviet Person
Usva Inei
Mixed media installation

9. Два слова
[Dva Slova, tr. Two Words]
Usva Inei
Acrylics on canvas with
photopolymer etching on paper

10. За окном
[Za Oknom, tr. Behind a Window]
Usva Inei
Acrylics on canvas with etching on
paper

11. Assemblyman
Eleanor Green
Film (4:35)

12. Julius
Eleanor Green
Film (1:50)

13. Brenda
Eleanor Green
Film (6:18)

14. Хоровод
[Horovod; tr. Round dance]
Usva Inei
Acrylics on canvas

15. Girl Power
Eleanor Green
Plaster and metal

16. Here We Are Together
Eleanor Green
Film (5:14)

17. Gastropoda Helix
Eleanor Green
Film (1:35)


